Inspection report
Paraglider

Documentation number: EAPR-GS-0657/17
Subcontract: Shock-/Loadtest

Customer: skywalk GmbH & Co. KG
Windeckstr. 4
83250 Marquartstein
Deutschland

Order from: 02.06.2017
Order entrance: 02.06.2017

Contents of order: Determining the classification and sufficient strength of a paraglider
Kind of order: simplified reference

Place of Inspection: 87730 Bad Grönenbach, Sitz der Inspektionsstelle

Inspection item: Cumeo XS
Serial number: proto
Condition: new

Inspection basis:
LTF 91/09, Pkt. 1., 3., 10., Anhang I, - EN 926-2 - EN 926-1 - IA 013,014

Testing period: 02.06.2017 to 14.11.2017
Inspection date: 14.11.2017

This inspection report includes 6 pages including cover page and annex

This inspection report must be reproduced in its entirely and without change. Excerpts or abbreviations need the written permission of the EAPR GmbH. Documents without signature and stamp are not valid. The cover page and the signature page of this document are provided with the approval stamp of the EAPR GmbH. The accreditations apply to the documents listed in the current certificate of test methods. The list of accredited areas is available on request.